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Mira Leinonen

Heather Schafer

Address from Organizer

Toshifumi Akimoto

President of Japan Firefighters Association

I am Toshifumi Akimoto, president of the Japan Firefighters Association, which is holding
today’
s conference.
I would like to thank the participants who have come from abroad, as well as the woman
volunteer firefighters who have come from various parts of Japan, for your participation.
Minister of Internal Affairs and Communications Sanae Takaichi actually had the strong
desire to be present today, but as today is the first session at the National Diet of Japan, she
was unable to attend. However, a bit later, we will receive a message from Minister Takaichi
that conveys her strong feelings.
With regard to the impetus for holding today’
s conference, there is a working group in CTIF
(International Association of Fire and Rescue Service), an international fire organization centered in Europe, which concerns women’
s firefighting activities. I was called upon by Ms.
Tatiana Eremina, the chair of that working group, to organize a working group conference
in Japan.
Since the year before last when we officially joined the CTIF, I felt that this was an important topic for Japan as well. As I participated in this working group, I have become closer to
Ms. Eremina, and in speaking with her, while I felt that the subject was very interesting, it
occurred to me that it would be more interesting to create not simply a working group conference, but a symposium in which fire related people in Japan could participate. I felt that this
could also aid the future development of firefighting in Japan. With this in mind, I consulted
with people from various countries, and was able to arrange today’
s conference. Further, in
thinking it over, this type of conference is a global first, meaning that here in Japan, we have
organized a conference that is worthy of commemoration.
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In speaking with people from various countries, I have heard that women’
s activities in fire
service have become important not only in Japan, but around the world. Each country is
facing and working to overcome issues concerning concrete activities, environments for activities, and treatment. The situation is different for each country, but I believe there are also
common aspects.
With that in mind, I felt that it would be significant for the further development of fire service
in each country, including Japan, to have the countries gather together for an exchange of
views and information regarding the situation in each country.
Such circumstances led to the holding of this conference. In terms of recent trends that have
offered further encouragement, the body at the CTIF had been positioned as a working
group, but in a recent delegates assembly, it was referred to as a“commission.”Essentially,
this is not a matter to be limited to simple exchanges of opinions. For the CTIF as well, issues
regarding women’
s activities in fire services are positioned as an important subject for the future state of fire service, and the working group was upgraded to an official organization with
talks including various countries. I believe this clarifies that woman firefighters’activities are
an important issue across the world.
In addition, in the current Abe Cabinet in Japan, the creation of a society in which women can
shine is considered to be a fundamental policy issue. People’
s interest is mounting regarding
the activities of women in firefighting. As I mentioned a moment before, Minister of Internal
Affairs and Communications Sanae Takaichi was not able to attend today in person, but afterward, we will receive a heartfelt message from her.
It goes without saying that there are many things we must consider and many issues we
must resolve with regard to matters concerning the fire activities of women. Consequently,
determining how to achieve this is no simple matter, but I believe that today’
s conference will
be a meaningful step toward the future.
With all of your cooperation, I would like to have such a conference. Let us all work together
to make this conference a success.
Once again, I would like to express my sincere gratitude for your attendance on this day.
September 29, 2014
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Guest’
s Greetings

Ms. Sanae Takaichi

Minister of Internal Affairs
and Communications (Japan)

I am truly overjoyed that the“International Conference for Woman Volunteer Firefighters”
is being held on such a grand scale. For all of the participants who have come from abroad,
thank you for coming to Japan. I would like to extend my sincerest welcome. In addition, I
would like to express my deep gratitude to all of you participating today for your devoted
activities for the peace of mind and safety of your various communities, both during the day
and at night.
Volunteer firefighters in Japan have proceeded together with their communities as safeguards for local citizens. This year marks the 120th anniversary of the national unification of
volunteer fire services in 1894.
There are currently roughly 860,000 volunteer firefighters throughout Japan. These members
protect the lives of local citizens each day as the core of local disaster prevention. Just the
other day, rain of record-breaking intensity poured for a short period in Hiroshima, leading to
a landslide disaster. In this instance, volunteer firefighters made great contributions by conducting evacuation guidance and rescue operations for the local citizens. In addition, the day
before yesterday, a volcano erupted on Mount Ontake, producing many victims. Fire service
including local volunteer firefighters, police, and the Japan Self-Defense Forces are using their
collective energy to handle rescue operations. I pray that the individuals who are missing are
rescued as quickly as possible.
In order to strengthen such fire brigades, the“Act on the Improvement and Reinforcement of
Local Disaster Prevention Power Centered on Volunteer Fire Service”came into effect. Based
on this law, it is necessary to aim for the improvement and reinforcement of local disaster prevention power, including volunteer fire services. In 1990, there were only about one thousand
woman volunteer firefighters, but as of April of 2014, this number had climbed to roughly
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22,000 people, and it continues to increase each year. In addition, these women’
s activities are
generally focused on public relations and education, preventative activities, and so forth, but
there are also woman volunteer firefighters who put men to shame with their firefighting and
rescue activities, and those roles are expanding.
The Abe Cabinet has set forth the creation of a society in which women can shine as one of its
most important policies. As even greater things will be expected from women from now, this
conference will employ a symposium format to discuss the problems that each country faces
regarding woman firefighters. The holding of this event is a global first, and I truly believe
that it is a deeply meaningful event.
I believe that the ultimate mission of nations is to protect the lives and property of their citizens. I shall put forth my best efforts to aim for the improvement and reinforcement of local
disaster prevention power, including woman volunteer firefighters, and to effectively advance
disaster prevention measures.
In closing, I would like to pray from the bottom of my heart for the success of this conference,
as well as the further success of everyone gathered here today.

Read by Mr. Morio Sakamoto
Commissioner, Fire and Disaster Management Agency
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Woman Volunteer Firefighters, Issues and Problems

▶ Canada ◀

Canada

Melissa Finnie

Paid on Call Firefighter of Whistler
Fire Rescue Service

Women in the Canadian Fire Service.
I would like to share with you some of Canada’
s inspiring women and what

the people of

Canada are doing to make changes in this industry.
Population of Canada is approximately 35 million
3.6% of firefighters are female
Unfortunately Canada doesn’
t currently have any stats on how many volunteer fire departments and firefighters exists. The Council of Canadian Fire Marshals and Fire Commissioners
are working towards improving this information.
Dr. Lynne Gouliquer (St. Thomas University) and Dr. Carmen Poulin (University of New Brunswick) are doing a study documenting the stories of Canadian Female Fire Fighters.
I have chosen 5 areas to focus on; firstly in Ottawa with the Fire Service Women Ontario,
then Whitehorse, Yukon where the Fire Commissioner Dennis Barry is passionate about
recruiting women. Then moving to British Columbia were 2 women are helping to blaze a
new trail, and finishing back in Ontario with a First Nations Fire Department making a huge
impact within their own community and the rest of Canada. The current population of Canada
1

2
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▶ Canada ◀
is approximately 35 million and the national average of female firefighters is only 3.6%. This
national average is slowly on the raise as Canada works towards making positive changes
within the fire service.
In Ontario - Camp FFIT (Female Firefighters In Training) is the flagship camp for Fire Service Women Ontario (FSWO) and was the catalyst to the creation of the organization. The
camp has been adopted by Ottawa Fire Services as a grass-roots recruitment tool, one of the
many outreach activities coordinated to target demographic groups with low applicant rates.
The camp offers a unique opportunity to young women that introduces them to a career in
the fire service. The camp is designed to make young women aware of the physical, mental
and emotional challenges of the career. The Camp curriculum is similar to what can be found
in many professional fire departments, simplified and shortened to give the young women an
opportunity to complete as many evolutions as possible. The girls take part in physical fitness
training, learn about PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) and SCBA (Self Contained Breathing Apparatus), and fire ground skills such as, ventilation, search and rescue, hose control,
proper carrying techniques and use of ladders, extrication, rappelling and tying knots.
Camp FFIT has been recognized as a ground breaking, award winning program, winning
the Manager’
s Award of Excellence, the highest honour bestowed upon a City of Ottawa
employee. Camp FFIT and members of Fire Service Women Ontario have helped to create
a similar camp in Vancouver, BC – Camp Ignite, Burlington, ON (Camp BFFIT) and most
recently, London, ON (Camp FFIT London), as well as various related programs in the US.
More programs are currently in the planning stages in Ontario and another in Newfoundland.
In the Yukon, Camp Ember was established as an intense, hands-on fire service based camp
in Whitehorse for young women between the ages of 16 and 25 who are interested in a ca3

4
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▶ Canada ◀
reer in the fire service. These young women will learn basic firefighting Information and
history, team building, use of SCBA, basics of pump/ladder operations, fitness and nutrition,
first aid and CPR certification, vehicle extrication, and basics of technical rescue. The most
unique aspect of this camp is the instructors as well as the cadets are all women. The annual
camp takes 20 cadets at no cost and provides a safe, comfortable, and supportive learning
environment. The Yukon Fire Marshal’
s Office is honored to be able to build and deliver this
opportunity in conjunction with the Community Services Strategic Plan and believe that it
will inspire the next generation of female professionals within the industry.
The Fire Commissioner Dennis Berry is proud to state that Yukon’
s percentage of female
firefighters is 23% vs the national average 3.6%.
Camp FFIT Female Firefighters In Training –Ontario Throughout the camp, instructors
offer guidance, discuss the importance of community involvement and volunteering in their
neighborhoods, or city/township at large and impress upon them the importance of being
judgement free when dealing with the public, regardless of the situation.
Aside from offering a glimpse into the life and work of a firefighter, other less tangible outcomes include; – Greater self-awareness – Greater self-confidence – Greater respect for themselves, Emergency Services and the men and women who serve their communities – Great
awareness of the need to assist those around them
Camp FFIT just completed its 4th successful year, with 94 young women completing the
program. Many women are now eligible to begin competing for positions within the Fire
Service and we anticipate another few years before the true impact of Camp FFIT and other
initiatives like it around the province are felt.
The next region I would like to focus on is British Columbia, my home province where 2
5
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▶ Canada ◀
women are helping blaze a new path in the fire service.
Carla Penman from North Vancouver is the current world record holder for female over 40
in the Scott Safety Firefighter Combat Challenge. This event consist of Wearing“full bunker
gear”and the Scott 5.5 Air-Pak breathing apparatus, pairs of competitors race head-to-head
as they simulate the physical demands of real-life firefighting by performing a linked series of
five tasks including climbing the 5-story tower, hoisting, chopping, dragging hoses and rescuing a life-sized, 175 lb.“victim”as they race against themselves, their opponent and the clock.
She was the first female to be hired by the District of North Vancouver Fire and Rescue in
1996 and currently works as the Lieutenant and Acting Captain. She is an instructor with
Camp Ignite in Vancouver and the Chief Instructor for Camp Ember in the Yukon. Carla Penman is making an impact in Canada’
s fire service by being a strong role model and helping
to inspire and develop our young women.
Record set in Seattle 2014 at a time of 2:42. (Top Female time 1:48, Top Male 1:19)
Wearing“full bunker gear”and the Scott 5.5 Air-Pak breathing apparatus, pairs of competitors race head-to-head as they simulate the physical demands of real-life firefighting by performing a linked series of five tasks including climbing the 5-story tower, hoisting, chopping,
dragging hoses and rescuing a life-sized, 175 lb.“victim”as they race against themselves,
their opponent and the clock.
College Basketball
15 years as a FF with District
Crossfit Competitor
Next is my Fire Chief; Sheila Kirkwood. She started as a volunteer firefighter with Whistler
Fire Rescue Service in the mid 80’
s and at the age of 24 become British Columbia’
s FIRST
full time career firefighter. She became Whistler’
s Assistant Fire Chief and held the position
7
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▶ Canada ◀
for 15 years before just recently being promoted to Fire Chief of Whistler Fire and Rescue
Services. Whistler Fire and Rescue Services is a composite fire department which is a mix
of career firefighters and Paid on Call. (25 career and 60 paid on call). Chief Kirkwood looks
forward to the day gender won’
t be an issue in fire departments and her story will not really
be a story anymore. She is Canada’
s FIRST and only FEMALE career Fire Chief.
In 2013, she received recognition for 25 years of service with the Resort Management of
Whistler. Chief Kirkwood is more than a role model; she is inspiration and trailblazer in the
Canadian Fire Service.
The Six Nations Fire Department is located approximately 25km southwest of the city of
Hamilton, Ontario. It is Canada’
s largest aboriginal reserve sitting on 18,000 hectares with an
approximate population of 13,000. It is the busiest volunteer department in the province with
4 stations, nine trucks and approximately 50 volunteer firefighters to help respond to over
1000 calls per year. It is also home to Canada’
s largest number of female volunteer firefighters, currently sitting at 13. These women speak about compassion, nurture, and pride; not
only are they role models for First Nations people but also for Canada’
s young females.
If you have an opportunity please check out Chaos & Courage on the internet. It is an interactive youth project with a documentary series showcases amazing Aboriginal women from
across Canada as they share gritty, heartbreaking, inspiring front-line first responder work as
firefighters, paramedics, social workers and police officers.
http://www.chaosandcourage.com
Six Nations Fire Chief Michael Seth is the only full-time, funded firefighter for a community
of 12,000 people — one of the largest Indian reservations in Canada.
He has four stations, nine fire trucks and relies on a volunteer roster of 50 people to help him
respond to house fires, car accidents, medical emergencies, train derailments and floods.
The main reserve is located approximately 25 km southwest of the city of Hamilton, Ontario.
Role models for First Nations people and even more so for young females.
They speak about compassion, pride, and being nurtured as women.
They receive an average of 1000 calls per year
As you can see, through Empowerment, Diversity, Development, Education, and Encouragement Canada is promoting a positive change in the fire service and slowly breaking down the
barriers to create an equal opportunity for all.
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▶ Finland ◀

Finland

Mira Leinonen

Project Manager in National
Police Board

Thank you for the opportunity to come here and tell you about the Finnish version of females
in fire and rescue services. Currently I work in the National Police Board, but that doesn’
t
mean that I don’
t have the background or education from fire and rescue services. The Police
Board is just borrowing me because we are doing an ICT system, common field operations
system for seven safety authorities in Finland. That is why I work for the Police Board now.
Next slide, please. Within fire and rescue services in Finland, it is combined with three roots.
If you work within rescue services, you are trained to work with accident prevention, firefighting and rescue, and also civil defense. All females in rescue services in Finland are doing
the task with these three roots, not only with firefighting and rescue.
Next slide, please. In Finland there are only 5.2 million people. We are a small country. If you
draw a line in the middle of the map of Finland, most of the 5 million people live in the south
part of Finland. And up north there is Lapland and the rural part, in which the volunteer fire
fighters are doing most of the job. Actually, the career persons work only in cities in Finland.
We have over 700 volunteer fire brigades in 22 rescue service regions. Since we have factories
1

2
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▶ Finland ◀
and that kind of business, we also have industrial and institutional fire brigades in Finland.
Next slide, please. In total we have 5,000 professional firefighters. As I told you about the
three roots, they are trained to be multi-skilled firefighters to perform accident prevention,
civil defense, and also firefighting and rescue services. They can also work as a paramedic in
an ambulance. Of these 5,000, there are only 5 female professional firefighters. And one female
works as a sub officer and around 10 females work as fire officers or fire chiefs. So we have
females in our leading positions and that is also the situation in our Finnish fire and rescue
services. There are also 4,000 part-time firefighters and a little over 10,000 voluntary firefighters. Of these 14,000, female accounts for around 9 percent, much more than professional
firefighters. And we have several other authorities and voluntary organizations that take part
within fire and rescue services in Finland.
Next slide, please. As a summary, in Finland, females and males have equal rights and equal
opportunity to work as a volunteer or professional firefighter. The demands are the same.
We have physical tests and also psychological tests and they are the same. Unfortunately, as
I told you, there are only few females working in this field as professionals, but the number
is increasing. We have females in leading positions. To give you a good example, we have
only one national rescue school in Kuopio, Finland, and the head of the school is a female. In
this autumn we are going to establish a network of females in fire and rescue services and
hopefully that will be a better ground to increase the number of females in this field. So being
a female firefighter will not be newsworthy anymore.
Thank you for your attention.

3
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▶ Finland ◀
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▶ Russia ◀

Russia

Tatiana Eremina

President of Independent
Non-commercial Organization “Women for safety”

Hello everybody. It is a great pleasure to be here. It is like a dream come true. I would like
to thank Akimoto and all members of the Japan Firefighters Association, and also would like
to thank CTIF for this opportunity.
My presentation will consist of two parts. The first part is about the CTIF structure, the
simple body of the CTIF’
s organizational assembly. The working bodies are made up of 11
commissions and several working groups.
1
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▶ Russia ◀
In this slide you can see about the commissions and about the working groups.
The main task of this organization is international cooperation to exchange experience and
knowledge and maintenance of relationship between the fire brigades and rescue services.
In 2010, the initiative of the Russian CTIF National Committee suggested the working group
of women fire and rescue be formed.
Next slide, please.
The first meeting was held in St. Petersburg in Russia.
This was symbolic because this is 100 anniversary of CTIF .
Next slide, please.
St. Petersburg hosted the international congress of CTIF, where a special commission was
5
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▶ Russia ◀
formed, including the ladies committee. It was headed by a woman, Maria
Yermolova, an active participant of Russian society. But the First War interrupted this activity.
They are the participants in our commission. There are more as you can see.
The main tasks of our commission is to organize the international cooperation between women in fire and rescue services, to share experiences on the job, and to promote the value and
to increase the activity of women working in the fire and rescue services.
These are the publications in the media. The first presentation accumulating the activities of
our working group was issued in the Assembly of Slovakia, where we got acquainted with
Akimoto. This is a meeting of the commission and a resolution was adopted. This is our schedule for the next meeting.
My first part is finished. The second part is about women in fire and rescue services of the
Russian Emergency Control Ministry.
9
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▶ Russia ◀
The Russian Emergency Control Ministry has become a commonplace for women to work in
since long ago. Women from there are ready to help people in emergency situations and do
it as well as men. Our department includes inspectors, investigators, dog handlers, doctors,
psychologists, receptionists, personnel officers, educators, and personnel, finance, logistics,
legal, and public relations specialists. All of them work at the ministry. All of them are good
professionals. And each of them has found her rightful place to participate in this noble rescue
services.
Women at Russian Emergency Control have not only the duty of discipline but also have
enormous moral potential.
In this slide, information of female personnel of Emergency Control Ministry is shown. About
50,000 women are working at the Russian Ministry of Emergency Control. During the last
three years, the number of women increased. Today, it is about 37,000 women are certified
and working in the fire services.
In this slide you can see there are different types of their duties.
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▶ Russia ◀
The military rescue units of ministry showed the motivation for choosing the career at Russian Emergency Control are very different. As you can see, 30% of women chose it for social
benefits; 25%, the desire to help people in difficult and emergency situation; 22%, the prestige
of the job; 13%, the opportunity for career growth; and 9%, the introduction to the tradition
of the Ministry.
Women’
s attitude to their service work at the Russian Emergency Control Ministry. As you
can see, 23% answered the career opportunities; 23%, helping people; 21%, the awareness of
the need and the importance of the job; 14%, the sense of responsibility; 13%, the intensive
multidirectional operational work; and 7%, the realization of their professional qualities.
Working conditions at the Emergency Control Ministry Formations. As you can see, 38% of
the women defined their working conditions satisfactory, 29% defined it average and above
average, and 14% complained that the lack of air conditioning would reduce efficiency, and
19% mentioned that outdated office equipment would prevent them from solving problems
quickly.
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▶ Russia ◀
Suggestions for improving the service (work). As you can see, 25% suggested increasing the
wages for women; 25%, providing uniforms in full and in accordance with their size; 13%, the
improvement of material and technical equipment; 13%, the improvement in health and holiday facilities; 8%, more social benefits for women with young children; 8%, full staffing; and
8%, rooms for psychological and emotional relief in units.
These materials suggest that the assessment of the social status of women working in the
Russian Emergency Control Ministry is positive. These materials also help to create variable
working conditions for women to develop their potential. Russia, like other countries in the
commission, is interested in the creation of joint recommendations to improve the working
conditions for women in professions.
Thank you for your attention. If you have any questions, I am ready to answer.
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▶ Serbia ◀

Serbia

Ruzica Belanovic

Vice President of Firefighting Association
of Serbia

At the beginning, I want to say thank you for the invitation. I am so happy to be in Japan
today.
I am from Serbia. Serbia is a small country with a population of 7,000,000. The capital is Belgrade. Also, we have 150 municipalities and 24 cities in Serbia.
Voluntary firefighting in our country is regulated by two laws that were adopted four years
ago. They are Law on Fire Protection and the Law on Emergency Situations.
The Firefighters Association of Serbia represents voluntary firefighting organization in the
Republic of Serbia. In the Republic of Serbia, we have 310 voluntary firefighting associations,
and we cooperate with the Department of Emergency Situations of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs. We have 186 professional fire departments. And we have 20 fire departments with
professional women firefighters. We don’
t have independent voluntary fire departments, but
they work together with professional firefighters.

1
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▶ Serbia ◀
Regarding the number of firefighters in our country, we have 3,232 firefighters, but there are
only 65 female firefighters. That is only 2%. For voluntary firefighters, we have 2,500 of which
150 are women. That is only 6%.
In our country, women firefighters do not do the same jobs as men firefighters. Women
firefighters are working as teachers to educate at operational centers (call centers) but not
in interventions. Our Firefighting Association of Serbia pays great attention to women in
firefighting, but we don’
t have good laws. Unless we don’
t have good laws, women cannot do
interventions.
Now, we have identified sources of financing through the budget funds for emergency situations for voluntary and professional firefighters. The law stipulated the Firefighting Association of Serbia as an authorized fund user to delegate sources according to adopted programs
and criteria. Among the mentioned funds, there are budget sources of local self-government
units. The right to apply for these sources is reserved for voluntary firefighting organizations
located in self-government unit territories. For the implementation of these program activities, Firefighting Association of Serbia receives funds from the Ministry of Interior Affairs.
Next slide.
Now, you can see statistical data on fires and emergency situations in our country during
last year. You can see explosions, the number of technical interventions, technical interventions with hazardous substances, technical interventions in traffic, earthquakes, floods, active
landslides, and other interventions. In all these emergency events, 407 persons were killed,
1,268 were injured, of which 30 were members of the firefighting and rescue units. The total
number of persons rescued was 1,406.
3
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▶ Serbia ◀

Next slide please.
As the conclusion, with the adoption of subordinate regulations, we expect the inclusion of
voluntary firefighter organizations in systems with fire rescue units, which implies the training of volunteer firefighters, uniforms, and participation in interventions. We also expect to
adopt legislation that would allow female firefighters to go to the interventions.
Thank you for your attention.

5
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▶ Serbia ◀
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▶ Slovenia ◀

Slovenia

Marinka Cempre

Senior Fire Officer in Volunteer Fire Department

Slovenia is a young state in Europe, formed from ex-Yugoslavia in June 1991. The Republic
of Slovenia is a small country situated in the south of central Europe and the extreme north
of the Mediterranean. The territory of Slovenia covers a surface of more than 20,000 square
kilometers. Slovenia has 2 million inhabitants. The capital of Slovenia is Ljubljana.
Slovenian Firefighters Association has a tradition of almost 150 years. There are 17 firefighting regions across Slovenia, distinguished by the area they cover, population, fire danger,
natural disaster, and number of firefighters. More than 151,000 members work in 1,347 fire
departments.
Firewomen by age. In total, women account for 30% of all the members. The chart shows the
number of firewomen by age group. In three columns in the middle, from ages 19 to 55, there
are 5,631 operational firewomen or 12% of all firefighters.
Next slide please.

1
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▶ Slovenia ◀
Education and the ranks. A lot of attention is paid to education and different training. More
than 11,000 firewomen older than 18 years of age acquired the following rankings after basic
education. The current state is as follows; more than 8,800 firefighters, more than 1,300 senior
firefighters, 944 sub-fire officers, 400 fire officers, 167 senior fire officers, and 7 supreme fire
officers.
Next slide.
In the past 10 years, we’
ve had an increase of firewomen leading fire departments. Elections
were held on all levels of firefighting organization last year. The delightful information is that
the number of female presidents increased. On the image, you can see an increase of female
presidents from the year 2003, 2008, and 2013. Fire associations are led by 3 female and 117
male presidents.
Next slide please.
Women in interventions. Although 12% of firewomen were skilled to assist in fire interventions, in reality only a few take part in the interventions. A larger number assist in interventions for fire in nature, floods, glaze, or sleet and in the elimination of consequences of natural
disasters that last more days and need higher number of firefighters. Many times they’
re in
charge of logistics. Prejudice from male firefighters is still present. They believe that only
male firefighters are capable of handling structure fires, for example.
Youth. Many firewomen are very active and successful in these areas: educating youth for
prevention badges, ranks, and skills; preparing youth for competitions, orientations, and quizzes; leading and cooperating at youth camps, representing work of firefighters in kindergar3
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▶ Slovenia ◀
tens and schools; and leading other activities (workshops, exercises, and meetings.)
The female member council consists of firefighters from 17 regions. His tasks are: to monitor
the work of commissions in fire associations; to encourage the education and training of women in firefighting; to organize a two-day meeting every year; to encourage the work of women
in firefighting in different fields; to participate in regional meetings for women in firefighting;
and to prepare the annual report about the work, and to try to eliminate the inconsistences
between the regions.
Firefighting competitions. For all-around skills in professional training, to be able to work in
the field of firefighting and rescue and to increase physical and mental qualifications, firefighting competitions are organized. We have good attendance in interdepartmental competitions.
The number of competing units is growing in all categories. The number of women above 48
year of age in firefighting is growing. We had great results in the Firefighting Olympics: in
Ostrava, 2 first and 1 third places; and in France, 2 first and 1 second places.
Preventive activities. We motivate firewomen for preventive activities. This area still offers
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many possibilities and opportunities for firewomen. Together with their fellow firefighters,
they perform the followings: task implementation in the month of fire safety, youth and citizen
training, cooperation for the open day in departments, presenting art and literature contests
and exhibitions, cooperating with kindergartens and schools, and implementation of other
preventive tasks.
Specialty“leader of firewomen”
. Board of members of Slovenia Firefighting Association confirmed the trainings with which attendees will be educated with knowledge needed to lead
and organize work with firewomen and to lead commissions. The course takes 24 hours. The
course takes them through: the history of operation of firewomen; specifics in working with
adults; planning activities; methods of work, learning forms and tools; learning to prepare programs; familiarize themselves with values of a good leader; train for performance; and gain
self-confidence for the trusted work.
Our problems are as follows: too few women firefighters in management bodies; unjustified
neglect despite proper education and qualifications; old mentality that women don’
t belong
in firefighting; condescending attitude towards women; lack of information regarding educa9
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tional possibilities; rarely received recognitions and wards for their work; and lack of financial
support for working clothes and uniform. We hope and strive to eliminate them in the future.
Future orientation. We can be proud of the number of firewomen in our departments. However, we cannot be proud of the number of firewomen in board of members of departments and
associations, and of their positions. Tasks regarding firewomen that we want to accomplish in
the future are: accelerate the education and training of fire women; higher integration in operational activities; increase the age limit for operational firefighters; preparing, implementing
and leading independent exercises for firewomen, where these exercises contribute to better
qualifications of firewomen; ensure a higher number of referees women in competitions; insist
to provide commissions for work with firewomen on all levels; and insist to have a female
president of commission for firewomen members of the board on all levels.
Thank you.
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Sweden

Lena Brunzel

Executive Officer Equality and Diversity
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency

Hello everybody. Thank you for the invitation to this conference. I am very happy to be here
today. I will talk about challenges for the Swedish fire and rescue services. There are many
challenges for the Swedish fire and rescue services and I would like to introduce just one of
them here today. It is the major issue with recruiting sufficient number of part-time firefighters.
Next slide.
In Sweden we have three levels of firefighters: professional firefighters, part-time firefighters,
and volunteer firefighters. I will soon explain the difference between these three levels.
Next please.
This is Sweden in the middle. On the left side, it is Norway; on the east side, it is Finland. Sweden is a small country in north Europe. And this map shows part-time fire stations, professional fire stations, and volunteer firefighter stations. The blue dots are part-time fire stations.
1

2
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The yellow dots are professional fire stations. The red dots are volunteer firefighter stations.
Next please.
Professional firefighters work full time at the fire station. Where there is no alarm, they work
with equipment, maintenance, prevent fires, practical exercises, theory, physical education
operations. And when the alarm goes off, in 90 seconds they need to be on their way. The
number of professional firefighters in Sweden is about 5,000 and 3.3% of them are women.
Next please.
A part-time firefighter has another form of main employment. Their employment as a parttime firefighter means they are on call while they are on regular job or at home or somewhere
else. Normally, they have between 5 to 6 minutes from when the alarm sounds to when they
have to leave the fire station, but they have also longer ready times. This means that they
have to live and work close to the fire station. In some places in the country, there are volunteer firefighters in addition to part-time firefighters. Part-time firefighters are about 10,500
in Sweden, and about 5% of them are women. Part-time firefighters are the largest group of
firefighters in Sweden, about twice as many as the professional firefighters. They cover much
of the country’
s land area, and they are a very important part of the Swedish fire and rescue
services.
Next slide please.
Volunteer firefighters in Sweden belong to brigades where the staff are voluntary employees,
and they do not have the requirement to appear at the fire station on alarm. Volunteers do
hot have financial compensation for their preparedness, but they are compensated when they
3
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enter into alarm. The firefighters in the volunteer fire station are subordinate to the ordinary
local fire departments. The volunteer firefighters have no requirement for emergency preparedness, but are called out as far as they can. And the number of volunteer firefighters is
1,500 to 2,000, and about 2% of them are women.
The challenge of recruiting a sufficient number of part-time firefighters is the major issue
now. Currently one of the biggest issues for the rescue services in Sweden is the staff supply
for part-time positions where the long-term trend shows that the issue will continue growing.
So why is it so hard to recruit part-time firefighters?
Next please.
In recent years, we have seen several structural changes in the Swedish society. How people
live and work has drastically changed. We have a seen a shift where jobs in rural areas have
migrated to bigger cities. This means that mainly the men are spending more time commuting and far away from their hometowns. We also find it likely that the increased stress level
in the society contributes to individuals and families valuing their time more than the benefit
of a position as a part-time firefighter. For the individuals who are interested in participating,
different social regulations for working hours and sickness compensation and so on have also
proven to be disadvantageous for the part-time firefighters who are also employed elsewhere
with a different principle employer.
Next please.
So what do we do to find possible solutions to the problem in Sweden right now? One solution that is currently being discussed is the development of collaboration projects with other
5
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actors, such as health services, social services, security services, and the police. Out of the
part-time firefighters, 95% are men. An increase in this proportion of women would therefore
be desirable. Women constitute an untapped potential, not least because they work in the
same area where they live to a greater extent than the men. The Swedish Civil Contingencies
agency is trying to get more women and men interested in becoming part-time firefighters.
We will inform and promote the message that both men and women are needed as part-time
firefighters. We have also produced two films that can be used by the rescue services as a
support tool for the recruitment of part-time firefighters. In addition there is a 60-second clip
for the public announcement segment on Swedish public service television. We have created
a number of brochures or folders to be used in that work to recruit part-time firefighters.
A lot of fire stations organize try-a-day-on-the-job events for women with the aim of arousing
interest in working as a part-time firefighter. These events are something that has been tried
and yielded good results.
Next please.
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These three photos are from a try-a-day-on-the-job event in Sweden for women.
Next please.
During 2013 and 2014 a number of conferences have been organized to develop the recruitment of part-time firefighters. The main focus at these conferences has been recruitment,
employment conditions, training, and organization. MSB’
s role in this context is to support the
fire and emergency services in finding new solutions for these problems.
Thank you very much for your attention.
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United States of America

Heather Schafer

Executive Director of National Volunteer
Fire Council

Thank you to the Japan Firefighters Association for hosting this conference, and especially president Akimoto-san. Overall in the United States, there are 300 million people in the
country. Just to give you some general awareness, there are approximately 1.1 million total
firefighters in the United States. 2.8% or 10,000 of the career fighters are women. So there
are 10,000 career firefighters that are women in the U.S. 5% or 40,000 of the total volunteer
firefighters are women in the United States. Overall in the United States, women make up
4.4% of the total U.S. fire service.
Next.
There are over 30,000 fire departments in the United States. 25,000 of those are mostly volunteer fire departments. About 2,500 fire departments are all career. 95% of volunteer fire
departments protect populations of fewer than 25,000 people because they are mostly in rural
areas. 45% of our fire departments provide EMS and almost 80% of all fire department calls
in the U.S. are EMS related.
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Women firefighters in the U.S. perform the same job as men firefighters. They also train the
same way. In the U.S. there are approximately 32 million calls annually for the fire service.
22 million of those are EMS calls. And there are 1.4 million fire calls. The rest are disaster or
false alarm or other types of calls.
There are some challenges that women firefighters in the U.S. face. Most of them are not
something that has already been mentioned. A lot of them have to do with just the different
genders. Sexual harassment continues to be an issue in the United States. Many departments
struggle with looking at the culture overall with women in the fire service. And they are developing more resources for fire departments to help them acclimate and bring women into
the fire service and for people to understand how to be equal. Recruitment and retention is
the second largest challenge that women in the fire service face just like my colleague from
Sweden next to me. Recruitment and retention is a big issue. The federal government actually now provides grants to fire departments and national organizations to develop marketing
campaigns to recruit firefighters including women into the fire service. My organization just
received a grant, and we are beginning to develop a nation-wide campaign that will attract
women and others into the volunteer fire service overall. And the U.S. tries to find ways to
keep volunteer firefighters in the fire service. For example, some fire departments offer childcare services to their volunteer firefighters to keep them engaged and active with the fire
department.
There are other barriers that women firefighters face. We talked about earlier that the gear
that women wear often does not fit properly because it is designed for a man. There is one
manufacturer in the U.S. that is doing more custom fit gear, but of course it is more expensive
than other gear. But it does fit better. There are other challenges, too. Fire stations in the
U.S. are sometimes not equipped to have two different bathrooms or changing rooms or bunk
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rooms so that both men and women can have their own space. Oftentimes these fire departments are very old and outdated and not equipped to handle the different genders.
What we hear about women firefighters in the U.S. is that people may have a misconception
that women are not strong or competent and I think it is something that we work to overcome all the time. And we feel that culture is changing within the U.S. The other issue, that is
not on the slide but we have discovered, is quickly growing that is cancer in the fire service.
Women firefighters have twice the cancer rate that average population has. So it is something
that is beginning to be studied within the U.S. fire service, including women.
This slide is an example of a marketing campaign that is used to attract women firefighters.
This says,“IT’
S FIREFIGHTER, NOT FIREMAN.”In the U.S. they often use the word“fireman,”and so we use“firefighter”in this campaign and have that messaging.
Thank you very much for your attention.
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Japan

Hiroko Ozawa

Assistant Chief of Tokyo Akabane Volunteer
Fire Department

Thank you very much. My name is Hiroko Ozawa. I am assistant chief of Akabane Volunteer
Fire Department in Tokyo. I would like to first express my thanks to people of the many
countries who supported us after the Great East Japan Earthquake on March 11, 2011.
Last year we celebrated the 120th anniversary since Japanese volunteer fire service started
their organization in a unified style all over Japan in accordance with laws and regulations
we have renewed our pledge to inherit the tradition and to develop the volunteer fire service
activities befitting the new age.
In the Great Earthquake three years ago, as many as 254 members of volunteer firefighters
died doing their duties such as evacuation guidance and the closing of water gates. This disaster prompted people to recognize the importance of the volunteer fire service characterized
by its community-based activities and at the same time the necessity to improve the environment. We have reviewed the volunteer fire service from various aspects to encourage improved treatment of the members, advanced equipment provisions, and enhanced education
and training so that the members can perform their duties while guarding their own lives.
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The act on enhancement of disaster prevention in communities, mainly with the volunteer
fire service, was established and enforced in December last year. The act provides that the
volunteer fire services are and will be an indispensable organization at the core of disaster
prevention in local communities and unexchangeable with other organizations. There are
2,223 volunteer fire departments in Japan. And they are found in all cities, towns and villages.
However, they have many problems. In particular they have difficulty in acquiring new members. The number of volunteer firefighters was over 1 million people before but has decreased
year by year to about 870,000 people at present.
There are three main reasons for the drop in the number of volunteer firefighters. First,
each of Japan’
s local governments now has its own career fire departments. Second, although
young people are keen to volunteer and contribute, they tend to be less inclined to take
part in organized activities and involve them being ordered around. Finally, the number of
volunteer firefighters who have regular jobs is increasing now. About 70% of the volunteer
firefighters have their regular jobs. Their problem is that due to time constraints, volunteer
firefighters with regular jobs are often unable to respond to disasters during the day or take
part in regular drills and training programs. The net result of this is a gradual aging of volunteer firefighters.
Various strategies are being introduced in a bid to arrest this decline in numbers. Examples of
these strategies include the setting up of a new category of volunteer firefighters in prevention campaigns, retired volunteer firefighters being encouraged to become involved in other
capacities and awards being presented to companies that encourage their employees to volunteer as firefighters. These initiatives are part of a broader community-based approach as you
can see on this graph. As a result of the efforts, the number of women volunteer firefighters
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have been steadily increasing to the point of where around 60% of volunteer fire departments
nationwide now have women in their ranks. However, the actual number of women volunteer
firefighters is still only 21,000, which is less than 3% of the total volunteers. It is difficult for
women to gain acceptance in this area because firefighting is still regarded as dangerous, as
a man’
s job, and as a physical job. That has been the tradition of Japan.
And this is the“hashigo-nori”the ladder performance by firefighters. The history of women
volunteer firefighters can be traced back more than 100 years to Tobishima, a remote island
near the city of Sakata in Yamagata prefecture. Here the women of the village were responsible for firefighting because the men were often at sea. It is believe that women throughout
the rest of the Japanese archipelago have performed similar roles.
Japan is a nation that is regularly beset by major natural disasters. It is vital that everyone
be ready and able to protect themselves when disaster strikes.
This is a woman firefighter getting involved in a hose training. And at the fire department I
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am affiliated with, there are women firefighters who take part in primarily non-interventional
ways and there are women firefighters who also take part in the interventions.
And in various departments, women get together and take part in the fire preventive activities. A national firefighter contest for women volunteer firefighters is held every two years
to demonstrate their high skills. The meet presents an opportunity for participants to demonstrate their outstanding skills such as this and also hose training to protect our cultural assets.
Depending on which fire department you look at, they take part in various types of activities.
And there are also programs including visiting the houses of elderly and rescue activities
and fire prevention and disaster prevention education targeting children. Japan is very disaster-prone and we have to be aware of how to protect ourselves. Especially we need to educate
our kids and also train the next generation of instructors and educators.
Every year we have a national motivation convention for women volunteer firefighters and
make presentations about actual activities and other topics by women volunteer firefighters
9
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of various regions. And also as you can see in the pictures, various events are being held.
Lastly, in order for us to develop we need to win the trust and the understanding of local
communities. That is why we are taking part in the various forms of the media marketing and
advertising to try to promote ourselves and our activities. At the same time, women firefighters have households to take care of their family and kids and without their understanding
their jobs will not be completed. And people in the community actually like women taking
part in firefighting activities because of their soft touch or their sensitivity. We all share the
same common goal that it is to protect and safeguard our home. And to this end, by involving
more women firefighters we can meet this goal and achieve this goal.
Thank you very much.
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International Conference
for Woman Volunteer Firefighters
Panel Discussion
(Announcer) Now we will conduct an opinion exchange. President Akimoto, please proceed.
(President Akimoto) Now we will continue from before the break with the symposium. The
second portion will focus on an opinion exchange among the panelists, but I would like those
of you in the audience to speak out if you have a question. This runs until 4:30 on the schedule, but I feel that might be difficult. Let us move forward from the beginning with the plan
to continue until 4:45.
Speaking in terms of specific topics, you have heard explanations from various countries’
panelists, and I am sure you have many opinions. Women’
s activities have become extremely
important in every country. In addition, it seems the social evaluations of women’
s activities
are also heightening, and trends are appearing in each country for women to be promoted to
management positions. However, conversely, there are also many difficulties. Within those difficulties, it seems that each country, including Japan, is having trouble regarding the retention
of firefighters. I believe that as each country work so hard to secure number of firefighters
and the number of active women increases, the specific activities undertaken by women will
become important, both in society and in fire service activities.
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As Ms. Ozawa said a moment ago, in the case of Japan, there are differences depending upon
the attitude of each volunteer fire department. It seems that there are differences between
each country as well. There are some countries in which the fields of activity for men and
women are clearly divided, and there are some countries in which things are arranged such
that men and women fundamentally perform the same activities. Further, there are some
cases in which things are the same in principle, but listening to accounts, it seems they are
different in reality. In addition, it seems there are also countries that go so far as to conduct
legal reform to broaden the fields of activity for women. I would like to include all such situations and have an opinion exchange including all of the countries regarding the specific details
and circumstances of everyone’
s activities as woman volunteer firefighters as well as how to
think about such things from now.
It is all right for anyone to speak, but to demonstrate contrasting cases, the activities for men
and women are divided for Russia, while on the other hand, it was written in the documents
that men and women have essentially the same situation in Sweden. For these two representative cases, I would like to hear accounts of what kind of thinking led to these situations, as
well as what kind of problems there are, including future developments.
Naturally, each country has a different attitude, and individuals also have their own views. In
addition, this is the case with Japan as well, but men also have the concern of wanting women
to act safely, particularly at scenes of accidents, so as not to become injured. In such ways, a
variety of situations come into play. Taking all of this into account, I would like you to have
a discussion about the current situations, the problems that stem from those, and future developments regarding the specific activities of woman career and volunteer firefighters. To
begin, I would like to ask Ms. Tatiana Eremina to speak.
(Tatiana Eremina, Russia) Thank you. It is very difficult for me to explain about female firefighters because as you know at this moment in accordance with Russian Legislation, female
labor is not used for heavy physical work such as firefighters on suppression of fires. A lot
of women dream of being able to go for suppression of fires but they cannot say about this
to our government. In the State Fire Service of Russia women are assigned to other vacant
positions in 15 specialties.
By the way, I tried to attract an attention from women with this commission, especially
women in my country. This conference is a very important moment for me because at the
last meeting in Belgrade, the Vice President of CTIF said to me,“Maybe I will change my
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opinion. Thank you. We reached a new level. And it might be in the future when I come to
your country next time, I will inform you of a new position.”
I will speak about my ambitions. I would like to be responsible for a recommendation which
will describe all jobs, professions, and activities for women who work in firefighting services.
It is very difficult for a lot of women in Russia, too. They are responsible for different tasks
which help women works as firefighters. The positions are sometimes not estimated. This is
because women as firefighters on the first level is fine. I agree. They are very responsible.
They are very active. They are very brave. I would like to give some recommendations, if
possible, for 1 year, 2 years or 4 years, for example, while I am the chairwoman for this commission. For me, it would be a pleasure to write these recommendations. I would like to write
about all professionals in fire and rescue services. I am informing you today in my presentation about women who work as psychologists, doctors, and special financial managers. Many
women in my country work in firefighting services. I hope, if I can do this recommendation
together with our commission, I will be able to achieve the goal of attracting an attention from
women to this profession, firefighting services. Thank you.
(President Akimoto) Thank you very much for your extremely fascinating account. If I may
nominate the next person, I would like to ask Ms. Lena Brunzel of Sweden to speak.
(Lena Brunzel, Sweden) Many people in Sweden still believe and think that firefighters must
be big and strong men. In Sweden we have worked for 15 or 20 years to change this image of a
firefighter. We still have difficulties in that image of a firefighter. But we have tried very hard
to get women interested in being professional full time firefighters, part-time firefighters, or
volunteer firefighters. As I
said before, we have tried
many ways to increase
the number of women in
professional

firefighting.

I think we have informed
and promoted the message
that both men and women
are needed as part-time
firefighters. We have tried
to break this male image
of the firefighter. These
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“try a day on the job”events that we have tried in Sweden for many years where the fire
departments hold one- or two-day events only for women, and they can come and try special
jobs of firefighter that firefighters do are also very beneficial. For example, they handle a fire
and try to get people out from car accidents and so on. So they can feel what it is like to be
a firefighter.
We also noticed that if you want to recruit new firefighters, whether they are full-time, parttime, or volunteers and you invite a man to the fire station and ask him if he wants to be a
firefighter, a man will often decide after a short time that he would like to be a firefighter. If
you ask the same question to a woman, you have to ask her many times and it takes much
longer than it takes a man for her to say that she wants to be one. That is one experience
that we have from Sweden.
(President Akimoto) Thank you very much. We have heard accounts from these two people,
and you may have actually felt that these accounts had much in common. I am sure that the
other panelists have opinions regarding these problems as well. I would like to hear from
another panelist. Anyone would be fine.
(Melissa Finnie, Canada) I just wanted to say that in Canada the roles of a female and male
are exactly the same. The females in the Canadian fire service can be truck drivers. They participate in rescues, public education, auto extrication, or medical emergency calls. There is no
difference with the physical entry test if you want to become a fire fighter. You are expected
to be able to pass the same physical entry test as your male counterpart. I definitely think the
future of firefighting in Canada is changing and I hope to see a lot more females in our service.
As I talked about in my presentation, the percentage of females is on the rise. I am looking forward to seeing the day when there is a better representation of the community that
you are living in. I look forward
to the day when it is no longer
just males on the fire service and
there are females involved as
well.
(President Akimoto) Thank you
very much. Are there any other
comments?
The more the number of career
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and volunteer woman firefighters increases, the greater their weight in those fire departments will be. Considering this, concerning the content of activities as well, will it be okay to
have women only do certain things? Perhaps it will become more necessary to expand the
scope of activities while leveraging individuals’abilities or preferences to some extent. In such
situations, there are many issues to consider, as we heard a moment before. For instance, in
terms of relations with males, we heard that there are instances of sexual harassment. We
also heard that firefighting equipment, which has been arranged to this point with men in
mind, can be difficult for women to use. Further, we heard that since firefighting-related facilities as well have structures that assume active contributions from men, women are put at
a handicap. Have you all thought about how to handle such problems? I would like to hear
comments regarding these points as well.
In truth, I would rather not nominate people, but can I please hear what you think, Ms. Schafer?
(Heather Schafer, United States) In the United States, many of the fire stations were built in
the 1800s. They are older and not set up to have two bunk rooms or two different sets of bathrooms. So there is a cost involved in retrofitting those stations to make them more accessible
to female firefighters. I think that something like that is barrier, but there is another barrier.
The department has to look at a financial obligation to change it and to make it more accessible to females. So there are a lot of things that go into that, trying to attract females and make
them feel comfortable and welcome in that station. As Lena from Sweden mentioned, having
to ask a female several times before they commit to becoming a firefighter would be difficult
in the United States as well. If they show up in a station where there may not be an adequate
changing room or bunk room and so on, it may not make them feel comfortable. So having
to ask them again and
again and find ways to
make them feel comfortable are additional
barriers that are in
the way. Those are
things that we struggle with in the U.S.
(President

Akimoto)

As, in addition to this,
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there are legal restrictions, Ms. Ruzica Belanovic from Serbia spoke about legal reforms. Why
did such legal systems come into place? Please speak once more about how, specifically, efforts are being made regarding to this point.
(Ruzica Belanovic, Serbia) Serbia is a small country. Serbia also has a small budget. You can
see in my presentation that we have 3,232 professional firefighters. But according to law, we
must have 7,000 professional firefighters in our country. But the budget is small and we do
not have enough firefighters. We know at this moment that our future will have to depend on
volunteer firefighters. The Firefighters Association of Serbia made a draft version of the law.
The Department of Emergency Situations said that it is a good draft of the law. We have a
new Ministry in our country. We must wait for one or two months to see this draft. We expect
a new law next year. After that, volunteer firefighters and professional firefighters will be the
same. They will be able to go together on interventions. We expect that female firefighters
will be able to go to interventions. We have the promise of the Ministry that the law will be
adopted next year. After that, everything will change in our country with firefighting. But it
is very important for us to get a larger budget.
(President Akimoto) Legal systems are important, too, but as we also heard from the American panelist, actually maintaining and improving environments is an important matter as well.
Accordingly, I believe this indicates that if systems are not considered in parallel with such
matters, there will be difficulties. Even if women are treated equally to men in terms of the
system, it is likely that there will be times in which things do not go well in reality, even aside
from the matters just discussed. For instance, if one compares the proportion of females in career fire service to the proportion of females in volunteer fire service, the proportion of female
volunteer firefighters is very high, while the proportion is lower for female career firefighters.
I believe the activities involved
have an influence on this. I think
that in the background, there is
the aspect that for career fire service, the activities for women are
exactly the same as for men, so in
reality, it is difficult for females to
enter due to tests and other factors. However, for volunteer fire
service, the activities of females
are different from those of career
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fire service, so it is easier to enter. How do you feel about this?
(Mira Leinonen, Finland) I can see that in Finland the percentage of volunteer female firefighters is almost 10%. I guess the reason for that is our youth Fire and Rescue Services. In
Finland you can join a volunteer fire department when you are seven years old. It does not
matter what gender you are. We foster our youth within volunteer fire departments. We
teach them how to become a youth firefighter. We teach them skills that you need in everyday life such as CPR. Because you are growing up with the idea of becoming a firefighter, you
just join the adult volunteer fire department when you become an adult. The number of little
girls in the youth fire department is growing every day in Finland. In the future I can see
that it is one of the ideas for how to increase the numbers of females in the fire department
because being a volunteer firefighter gives you the idea of having a profession.
I can give you an example from my life. My father is a fire chief in a volunteer fire brigade.
Actually, I was three months old when I was in the scene of the accident for the first time.
My father took me there. It was a building fire. When I was seven years old, I joined a youth
fire department. I was an active member there. And then when I was around 20 years old,
I thought that I could make my hobby my profession. I started to educate myself in rescue
school in Finland. I can see that I am not an exception. There are others like me in Finland.
(President Akimoto) Thank you very much. We just heard from the Finnish panelist. There
are youth fire clubs in Japan as well, but it’
s true that such activities are extremely active in
Europe, and the proportion of girls participating in such activities is quite high. Once every 2
years, there is a youth fire brigades competition in which European countries compete against
each other. In this competition, the proportion of girls representing each country is extremely
high. I believe this proportion is quite high compared to Japan. One can conceive that this
type of characteristic has developed all the way into the type of thing that the Finnish panelist just discussed.
Slovenia also has an extremely high proportion of women, but we heard that women’
s activities are quite distinct from those of men, and that women do not appear at scenes of accidents.
Once the proportion rises above 10%, I would guess that it would be difficult to limit women’
s
activities to only certain things. How do you feel about this?
(Marinka Cempre, Slovenia) Thank you for your question. I hope that Ruzica to help me with
English.
(Ruzica Belanovic for Slovenia) She wants to tell you that firefighting competitions are held
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for three different levels: municipal, regional and national. In the first year firefighting team
competes on a municipal level. Teams that achieve excellent results and win one of the first
three position is placed in a regional competition. Regional competition is organized in the
same year. Top three teams from the regional competition qualify for the national competition
which is held the following year. Units, that have won first places in their categories then
start training for the Fire Olympics. Competitions are very well organized and the teams
train hard in the preparation. In the last three olympics ( 2005 Varaždin - Croatia, 2009 Ostrava - Czech Republic and 2013 Mulhouse v France) our firewomen have won first place in the
categories members A and members B.
(President Akimoto) We have just heard that they were victorious in a competition in the
Czech Republic. In that competition, we sent 20 children from Japan for the first time.
Now we have briefly heard from each of the countries, leaving only Japan. Ms. Ozawa, you
gave your main points a moment ago, but upon hearing everyone’
s accounts, is there anything you would like to add?
(Ozawa, Japan) Even for nations that I thought were very progressive, there is discrimination
against females in the field and there are cases of sexual harassment. Consequently, I truly
feel that in order for the number of females to increase in the world of firefighting, there are
still various barriers that must be overcome. As we heard from the Swedish panelist—and
this has long been a sentiment in Japan as well—there is an attitude that it is a role of men
to save women, children, the elderly, and people who could be considered weak. For a long
time, men felt this way, women also thought they could be protected, and people in localities
continued on for quite a while with this consciousness. I think this is why there is a phenomenon in which not only men, but also women and people from local areas are surprised at first
regarding women being active in fields such as firefighting.
However, actually hearing the views of people who are active in volunteer fire departments, there are many different situations.
There are some women who have entered
volunteer fire departments because they
have a license to drive large vehicles and
wish to drive a fire engine, while there are
other women who wish to partake in activi―51―
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ties that leverage their qualities as females and demonstrate their abilities in fields separate
from men. Considering the number of women, there are 200 total members in the Akabane
Volunteer Fire Department, of which I am a member. The current number of female volunteer firefighters is 45. The proportion of women in volunteer fire departments in Tokyo’
s 23
wards averages from 15 to 20%. There is a method of action for the fire brigades in Tokyo’
s
23 wards: as it is a large city, during normal times, the career firefighters are the first to arrive at the scene of a fire. The volunteer firefighters provide additional support to the career
firefighters. The reality is that we perform such activities as collecting information, putting
up warning tape, helping with lighting operations and removal, and dealing with embers after
fires have been put out, so there are no obstacles to men and women taking part in the same
basic activities. However, as everyone knows, there are earthquake concerns in various areas
in Japan. For that reason, in the case of Tokyo

as well, there are efforts to have all volunteer

firefighters, including women, able to operate pumps in the event of disaster. From around
last year, some locations have been conducting activities in which all volunteer firefighters cooperate with career fighters and learn to operate pumps in order to be able to extinguish fires
at early stages. In addition, at a volunteer fire department in Mie Prefecture which I visited
recently, until this time female brigade members had been active in the field of preventative
education, leveraging their female qualities, but from now, female volunteer firefighters who
can attend the scenes of fires will be secured. We are seeing the appearance of volunteer fire
departments that aim for stimulation of the current situation and of fire brigades by using
“the power of women.”That is all.
(President Akimoto) Thank you very much. If anyone in the audience would like to ask any
questions or offer any comments regarding these problems, please feel free. In situations like
this, there are times when a person is prepared beforehand to offer a comment, but on this
occasion, we have not made any such preparation. Anyone is okay, so if there is something
that concerns you, something that you would like to ask, or something that you would like to
say regarding the topic, please raise your hand and give your name and affiliation. Anyone?
(Hirabayashi) Nice to meet you. I am Hirabayashi of the Tokyo Hachioji Volunteer Fire Department. I entered the fire department 15 years ago, and I just began my position as assistant fire chief. Listening to the accounts that were just given, it seems that as you are female
volunteer firefighters, you are discriminated against and experience unpleasant feelings due
to such factors as strength disparities compared to men. When I had just entered, at first the
male volunteer firefighters said things like,“Women are cute, positive, and like mascots. How
nice!”to me as well. As you can see, I am not exactly cute or effeminate, and I am similar in
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stature to a man, so I had fights at the very beginning. I made the appeal that women are
not as they said—that firefighting is different from having campaign girls—and that first
and foremost, women can use their unique kindness and compassion within firefighting and
saving people. Since my strength is different from a man’
s, I try to say things that I can do
and have noticed from my unique female perspective when I’
m at the scene of an accident.
I am normally at work, but when a fire has broken out at night or in the morning, I actually
go to the scene. Since I have been in the volunteer fire department for 15 years, I have been
issued my own fire gear for some time, and it is always loaded into my car. If there is a fire,
even if I’
m at the supermarket at the time, I change clothing in the parking lot and go straight
to the scene.
In terms of the things we can do as members of volunteer fire departments—as female members—if there are people having trouble or feeling uneasy at the scene, I proactively call out
to them and encourage them or give them guidance. In addition, as members of the Hachioji
volunteer fire department, the female members have decided to provide first aid guidance
to citizens. No matter how we compete, women and men have different strengths, so I let
men say their discriminatory remarks. Women are women, and are not inferior to men, so I
proactively go out to various places and leverage my experience in speaking to citizens and
performing first aid such as CPR.
Listening to everyone’
s accounts, it occurred to me that men have a long history of working
hard at firefighting. Even if we do our best, there are aspects in which women cannot catch
up. This is frustrating in some ways, but I believe that it would be best for us to use our
femininity to save citizens by doing things men can’
t do and don’
t notice. Leveraging such
feelings, I too am performing my activities with the sentiment that I will devote myself to fire
service as a volunteer firefighter for my life.
On that note, I would like to ask a
question to the woman firefighters who are here from various
regions. I am sure that your actual main activities vary by region,
but has first aid as we perform
spread? In addition, I would like
to ask whether there are places
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in which women devote themselves primarily to such activities. I would like to hear a comment from someone.
(President Akimoto) As first aid spreads, it has become a large field of activity shared by
women across different volunteer fire departments. Further, this has spread the scope of activities for fire brigades. I believe the spread of first aid concretely demonstrates that saving
people’
s lives is important—that the activities of volunteer fire departments are important.
Hearing the account just now, is there anyone who would like to comment? As we have panelists from other countries, this is your opportunity to ask if you have any questions for them.
（Koizumi）I am Hideko Koizumi of the Susono volunteer fire department in Shizuoka Prefecture, at the foot of Mount Fuji. Thank you for your time. In Susono, of course we also perform first aid, but we take a two-pillared approach in which we mainly conduct visits to the
homes of the elderly to prevent fires. Those are our activities, but there is something I would
really like to ask. Actually, this book“Japan’
s Fire Service”is one of my favorite books, and
upon reading it, I noticed a passage that states that in Russia, psychological care is given to
victims in emergencies. The reason I’
m speaking is that I’
d like to know whether this is still
being practiced. Thank you very much.
(President Akimoto) Ms. Tatiana, would you please give a comment on it?
(Tatiana Eremina, Russia) Thank you for this question. It is a very interesting question. The
Psychology Department is very important in my ministry. As you know, my commission
spent a lot of time with visiting participants from the Psychology Department. This department is an unusual department. It is not the same in other countries because this department
is for operational firefighters. They come with firefighters in emergency situations, sometimes in very difficult emergency situations.
They will help in the first minutes of this
emergency situation. It is a very important
direction in my ministry. It is possible for
these women to help in a lot of emergency
situations immediately, such as in difficult
medical situations and emergencies.
Tamara, could you help me to answer this
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question? This is very interesting question. Please explain what you think about the emergency situations in Russia. What do medical personnel do in emergency situations?
(Tamara, Russia) We do a preventive medicine and treatment for medical data center for
firefighters every day for just 20 years.
(Tatiana Eremina, Russia) How many situations per day? About 15 or 20?
I remember that it was the same materials in Tamara’
s presentation. She explained about
20 emergency situations per day in Russia.
(Tamara, Russia) Every year there are 2 million duty calls for crew teams in our country:
18% are fires (360000), 7-11% are for training exercises and 10% are false calls.
Among 100 thousand fire-fighters there are 12 death, 400 injuries and 43,000 people get diseases in the line of duty every year.
(President Akimoto) Does that give you a good idea? Perhaps one of the features of Russia is
that they handle measures that also include psychological aspects. Regardless of the number,
such things are being performed, and I think that women are undertaking quite a large role
in that. Is that what you wished to verify, Ms. Koizumi?
（Koizumi） Exactly. Thank you very much.
(Tatiana Eremina, Russia) Today in the commission, we decided to add to questions to our
questionnaire which we promoted. These questions are regarding the medical aspects of the
country. For example,“Do you have medical research?”It is a question to the country. The
second question is about the medical investigations. Today we started it by adding those two
questions to our questionnaire for other countries. They are very important questions. Thank
you.
(President Akimoto) As we heard just now, within the CTIF, matters related to females are
positioned as a commission. In the commission, the activities in each country will be introduced. Ms. Eremina is saying that such questions have been planned to be added into the
questionnaires as well. If these kinds of introductions are organized, we would also be able to
understand the various situations regarding the efforts of each country, so I think we must all
try to cooperate. Does anyone have anything to offer regarding this matter?
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(Marinka Cempre, Slovenia) I am Marinka from Slovenia. I would like to say to you that in
Slovenia we have two levels of psychological help. The first level is for firefighters, for people
in rescue services, and for joining people. But the second level is for all habitants for technical
and fire interventions. We help all people who are able to be in that situation.
(Mira Leinonen, Finland) Also a short comment from Finland. We also have a system for this.
In this project that I am working on we have social services within this project. The first aid
in psychological regions is given by the firefighters. But social services can be contacted in
the future in Finland via this system that we are working on. So a firefighter can contact and
inform them that this kind of accident has happened and this family has lost their property
and has nothing to wear. He can tell them that first aid is needed there. That is how social
services are connected to us in accidents.
But as for the first speaker from the audience, that gave the comment about being a female in
rescue services, I know exactly what you are talking about. I see that you have to have quite
a tough head when you are a female in fire and rescue services. But we have this saying in
Finland that everybody knows a monkey, but a monkey doesn not know everyone. That is to
say we have a small number of females in this field so you get to know this saying. But for
that I see that it is important that females have national networks which are active. They can
exchange and collect ideas and the best practices from international routes, and that way they
can be connected to other females. This way they will not be alone and be the only female.
(President Akimoto) Thank you very much. The discussion has gradually become more spirited, but I think the sentiment that there are commonalities throughout the world has become
even stronger. Anything is
okay to add, regardless of
the subject. For all of the
panelists as well, if there is
anything you would like to
communicate to our Japanese audience, please feel
free to speak.
(Lena Brunzel, Sweden) I
think that we have the same
problem in many countries.
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It requires hard work for many years. But I think we also must have patience because it takes
time to change the image that the firefighter should be a man. So in 20 or 30 years female
firefighter will be more natural. That is my thought.
(President Akimoto) In terms of Japan, Ms. Ozawa gave an excellent example just a bit ago,
but aside from that, there was also the Great East Japan Earthquake, a large-scale earthquake
and tsunami disaster. It took place during the daytime on a weekday. In the daytime on
weekdays, the males at volunteer fire departments are working elsewhere, and there were
an extremely large number of cases of people not being in the local area at the time. Looking
at that situation, when there has been a large-scale disaster, in terms of the support system,
career fire departments and volunteer fire departments must be at the center, but I felt that
relying only on these was not good. Rather, I believe that we must create a system in which
everyone from the entire community protects each other.
In this case, the role of women becomes important. Women have close relationships with
local people, so when something has occurred, there is a very high probability that they can
perform a central role. In addition, as it is inevitable that there will be more women in the
area during the daytime on a weekday, creating a system in which these women and everyone from the community can join together and perform activities will lead to the securing of
safety including a variety of aspects, including psychological aspects as mentioned before, as
well as medical aspects. I believe that we must create such disaster prevention systems that
gather the collective power of everyone from the community. Along such lines, last year, a
law with the gist of what we were saying came into effect. The more we try to move forward
with such initiatives, the larger the things we can expect from women. To tell the truth, we
also feel that it will become even more important for females in volunteer fire departments
to become active in various fields, so I feel that I must continue to offer support with this in
mind.
As we heard just a moment ago, changes will not be easy, but various new fields of activity
have become necessary. I believe that the spread of first aid is a typical example of this. I
think that in this context, the activities of women will increase in importance.
Lastly, there is something that we must all try not to forget. As we have had the invaluable
opportunity to have the participation of everyone from various countries and discuss so many
issues, it has been decided that we should not end things in the heat of debate, but organize
the discussion into a sentiment to proceed with a certain attitude in the future as a consensus
among everyone present. With regard to this, I would like Ms. Eremina to explain, consult
with everyone, and then, as we should have an image, I would like those in the audience to
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view it. May I ask for your help, Ms. Eremina?

Closing Declaration
The discussions are continuing, but as we have gone over the allotted time, we must bring
things to a close.
What did you think, everyone? I trust that both those from various countries on stage, as well
as those from Japan in the audience, have made new discoveries.
In addition, I believe that you have recognized anew the importance of women’
s activities.
We sincerely hope that today’
s conference will greatly help with the further development of
firefighting in Japan, as well as in countries around the world.
In view of that, the panelists who participated in today’
s symposium have agreed to decide
upon an appeal for the conference. We will have Chairperson Tatiana Eremina make a proposal. Please give us your proposal, Ms. Eremina.
The appeal for the conference has been successfully decided as well.
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Appeal of International Conference
for Woman Volunteer Firefighters
September 29, 2014

１. In responding to various natural disasters and terrorism etc.,
of course including fires, women in the fire services shall play
an even more active part in order to protect their families and
secure their communities.
２. Women shall make good use of their characteristics by carrying on different kinds of tasks so as to enrich the firefighting
activities.
３. In order to further develop women’
s role in the fire services,
all participating countries shall work together to improve the
work environment.

With that, all of the scheduled events have concluded.
In closing, I would like to thank everyone for cooperating in the operation of the conference
and pray for the health and success of everyone who participated.
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Exchange Party
Exchange Party (for panelists and people from Japan’s fire service)
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